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MACRON CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENTIAL 2022 HELD HIS 1ST RALLYE AT
ARENA LA DEFENSE
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Paris, Washington DC, 02.04.2022, 20:20 Time

USPA NEWS - Candidate Emmanuel Macron held his only meeting resembling a sporting event, for the 1st round of the 2022
presidential election, on Saturday April 2. before an assembly of 29,600 activists, at La Défense Arena, Nanterre (Stadium which has
the capacity of 40,000 people). He proclaimed his speech for 2h15, in a 3h30 American show, Super Bowl style, hosted by a DJ, who
heated the room including activists, electronic music, light games, broadcast of video clips, Marseillaise or even giant clapping and a
very well orchestrated mega show. The suporters then chanted outgoing President Macron's campaign slogans "I Want You", "With
You", and "It's our Project" in front of more than 29,600 people from all over France (by bus, organized by the LREM Party, chaired by
Stanislas Guerini) and overseas territories. Before the meeting, the invitation to party members suggested that they bring friends with
them and would be rewarded (The 400 most between them) of a special moment with the candidate and a signed photo of Emmanuel
Macron, not to mention the goodies as consolation prizes, to others...

EMMANUEL MACRON SPOILED HIMSELF AND HIS NEARLY 30, 000 SUPPORTERS IN A MEETING THAT LOOKS A SUPER-
BOWL SPORTIVE EVENT AT ARENA LA DEFENSE Candidate Emmanuel Macron held his only meeting resembling a sporting
event, for the 1st round of the 2022 presidential election, on Saturday April 2. before an assembly of 29,600 activists, at La Défense
Arena, Nanterre (Stadium which has the capacity of 40,000 people). He proclaimed his speech for 2h15, in a 3h30 American show,
Super Bowl style, hosted by a DJ, who heated the room including activists, electronic music, light games, broadcast of video clips,
Marseillaise or even giant clapping and a very well orchestrated mega show. The supporters then chanted outgoing President
Macron's campaign slogans "I Want You", "With You", and "It's our Project" in front of more than 29,600 people from all over France
(by bus, organized by the LREM Party, chaired by Stanislas Guerini) and overseas territories. Before the meeting, the invitation to
party members suggested that they bring friends with them and would be rewarded (The 400 most between them) of a special
moment with the candidate and a signed photo of Emmanuel Macron, not to mention the goodies as consolation prizes, to others...
Once at the Arena, the host-DJ warms up the room, preparing the crowd to welcome their candidate, and has projected on the giant
screens, short films recalling the highlights of Emmanuel Macron's five-year term, focusing on social (especially), education and
health, one week before the first round of the presidential election, the vote of which will take place on April 10. Emmanuel Macron has
made new promises to extend his five-year term while defending his record of the last five years spent as the French presidency. Both
for the next program and for the outcomes of his mandate. Among the guests of honor, there was only film director Claude Lelouche,
and actress Carole Bouquet, in the VIP square, alongside Brigitte Macron, and her daughter Tiphaine Auziere. On the political
supporters, were all the members of the current French government, and their PM Jean Castex as well as the ex PM Edouard Philippe
(Founder of the Horizon Party), and the ex M, Jean Pierre Raffarin (Republican), and the President of the National Assembly Richard
Ferrand (LREM, Presidential Majority)
Apart from the lighting tribute by a blue glow, diffused by technological effects, for a paying tribute to autism, marking Autism Day, the
candidate Macron, alas, has not dedicated a real chapter to the cause of disability. whose balance sheet drawing up his mandate was
both mediocre but also counterproductive by the exercise of his Secretary of State Sophie Cluzel. (The unemployment rate of people
with disabilities is increasing, their visibility has not been improved, and even less their inclusion, in the sciotte, which was rather "fake
inclusion", a parody after a single Duo / Day operation of which the secretary delta Cluzel, is proud of this "One shot inclusion of one
day a year" and whose associations for the defense of disabled people have denounced his inactivity. This futile case also for the
Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CDPH ) of the United Nations submitted, on September 14, 2021, which
challenged France with regard to the inclusion of people with disabilities, the finding was severe. While it recognizes the positive
aspects of the government's action (implementation establishment of national disability conferences, appointment of senior civil
servants within ministries), its analysis of the implementation of each article of the CIDPH is the subject of very harsh critical
observations. of this issue worthy of a great democracy. Emmanuel Macron, is certainly lucid in the face of the mediocre mandate of
the disability cause, which he himself wanted, the priority of his quinquennium 2017-22, the result is not there, and this must explain
why the next priority of the next five years is that of the "fight against violence against women" announced the candidate Macron. It is
desirable that the next Minister for Disability, will be a real personality and really involved and sincerely dedicated to the cause of
disability with a view to a real inclusion of this minority representing 15% of the French population. Halfway through the 2:15 speech,



Emmanuel Macron made a very moving personal note, making a declaration of love to his wife Brigitte Macron whom he designates:
"the presence of the one who matters most to me, the one who brings me the most in this singular adventure of life. Brigitte". He says,
blowing a kiss from a distance to his wife, whom he will look at, "Our children, our grandchildren, my brothers and sisters. All those to
whom I have made live for so many years lives of constraint that they did not choose. I just want to tell them my gratitude and my
affection. Thank you." ..while also thanking his parents present: "I want my family, my parents..." Brigitte Macron was moved, and then
stood up and was greeted by thunderous applause from the thousands of activists present at La Défense Arena. Brigitte Macron then
sends a kiss to her husband to show him all her love too. A tender gesture to which Emmanuel Macron immediately responds by
blowing him a kiss too. After this moment which was the most authentic, back to reality, Emmanuel Macron, drinks water, warms up
his voice and resumes his speech as a politician, continuing his speech, of promises to seduce his electorate. "In 2017, we had a
project of emancipation, of fighting against house arrest. Despite the crises, we have never given up. We have kept our promises", he
launched in the introduction of a long satisfaction of his action for five years, aiming to underline that he had also carried out left-wing
measures.

CANDIDATE MACRON RECONIZED HE FAILED IN PREVAILING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES SO DEAR TO HIMSELF Emmanuel
Macron has resumed his doctrine of "at the same time" which had allowed him to be elected in 2017.
On several occasions, Emmanuel Macron welcomed his mandate: “Unemployment at its lowest for 15 years […], paternity leave from
14 to 28 days, the development of learning, stronger local justice. […] We did it. ". He also mentioned one of the most worrying subjects
for citizens of the past, for their daily life "The real purchasing power is that which comes from work", he said. “As of this summer, I
want to allow workers to receive a purchasing power bonus of up to 6,000 euros, without charges or taxes. » Emmanuel Macron, has
proposed left-wing measures, some of which already exist such as the "universal time savings account" (Launched by President
Hollande). “This account will follow each employee throughout his life. It will be mobilized in the key moments of life. Either to breathe
and have time, or to speed up your projects and have money. ". Among the new social promises of his presidential campaign
Emmanuel Macron proposes: establishing a minimum retirement pension of "1,100 euros" for a full career and "an enforceable right to
childcare" and granting "a 50% revaluation assistance paid to single mothers." These left-wing promises are explained by the social
abyss of this 2022 electoral campaign, because the only candidate of the Socialist Party Anne Hidalgo has been signing for months at
1.5 to 2% of voting intentions, a catastrophic core, according to the polls, which predict on the other hand extreme leftist Jean Luc
Melenchon (La France Insoumise) at 15% of intentions of vote. Emmanuel Macron, recalls pell-mell, everything that has already been
done: Unemployment at its lowest for 15 years […], paternity leave from 14 to 28 days, the development of apprenticeship, stronger
local justice. […] We did it. ”

CANDIDATE MACRON LISTED HIS DETAILED RESULTS AS OF IT WAS A CATALOG AND ACKNOWLEDGES GAPS
Emmanuel Macron, calls not to whistle his opponents and with a few words on the situation in Ukraine, He then launches into the
statement like a catalog of the detailed assessment of his five-year term while recognizing the shortcomings to be improved in the next
term "The social elevator is still too broken down, ”deplores the candidate. "This is why we will strengthen the teaching of French and
mathematics up to the baccalaureate, we will generalize sport at school with half an hour of up-to-date sport at school from
September, we will carry out a complete revolution in vocational high school, a path to excellence”. "Above all, we will do differently,
relying on our teachers, to whom we owe so much", assures Emmanuel Macron, appealing to this profession, very critical of the results
of the Minister of National Education, Jean -Michel Blanquer. Let us remember, among the flagship and unexciting proposals that
Emmanuel Macron announced: Retirement at the age of 65, and the Active Solidarity Income (RSA) (Minimum Social) will be
conditioned on 15-20 hours of work and another right-wing promise "You will work harder and longer", which did not elicit applause.
Another generous proposal is to improve purchasing power through a bonus, although citizens prefer a permanent salary increase,
rather than exceptional bonuses, which will not be taken into account in their pension calculation. it's the one that comes from work,”
he said. “As of this summer, I want to allow workers to receive a purchasing power bonus of up to 6,000 euros, without charges or
taxes. ". “This account will follow each employee throughout his life. It will be mobilized in the key moments of life. Either to breathe and
have time, or to speed up your projects and have money. he adds. And the real bonus is to introduce a minimum retirement pension of
"1,100 euros" for a full career. He also hopes to create “an enforceable right to childcare” and grant “a 50% increase in the assistance
paid to single mothers. while maintaining the idea of ??retirement age at 65.

"CHILD AND WOMEN ABUSE TO BE DEFENDED AND WILL BE THE PRIORITY OF NEXT TERM " EMMANUEL MACRON
PROMISES
Emmanuel Macron also insisted on child protection, which he wishes to be a "great cause" for his next five-year term. “I want to protect
children from the violence they experience on social media and protect them from the harassment they too often face. " The candidate
also affirmed his desire to fight against incest. “I want to protect our children from all those who, in the silences too often kept, have



committed the worst and continue to abuse them. He thus wishes to set up in the next five years a "true French culture of the protection
(of) children". In order, to finance them, Emmanuel Macron. He also reaffirmed his wish to reform the pension systems and push back
the retirement age. “I assume to tell you that we will have to work more, work longer because we are living longer. We will need to raise
our retirement age to 65 in a concerted and progressive manner. » Emmanuel Macron being aware of the increase in bio,once frankly
during his five-year term (+32%) excluding thefts and burglaries, he proposes to create "200 new gendarmerie brigades" and set up
"8,500 magistrate and justice personnel" to "judge faster". Regarding universal national service, the Head of State called for its
"generalization" to "prepare to face a war that may occur", to optimize the action of Justice, which citizens consider ineffective, by fault
of means. Emmanuel Macron also recalled that equality between women and men would once again be a "great national cause". "We
must correct inequalities at the root, allow equal opportunities," he said. Emmanuel Macron justifies all these electoral gifts with
funding that will not condition a tax increase and even promises a reduction “No, we will lower them. » and bet on "work" and aim for
full employment in "the next five years"Finally, his promise already made 5 years ago, of equal opportunities, has not been kept, and
that is why he himself recognizes that "The social elevator is still too broken down", and suggests "This is why we will strengthen the
teaching of French and mathematics up to the baccalaureate, we will generalize sport at school with half an hour of up-to-date sport at
school from September, we will make a complete revolution vocational high school, a path to excellence". "Above all, we will do things
differently, relying on our teachers, to whom we owe so much," he promises.../
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